This paper studies composed reduction systems: a system of programs built up from the reduction relations of some reduction system, by means of parallel and sequential composition operators. The trace-based compositional semantics of composed reduction systems is considered, and a new graph-representation is introduced as an alternative basis for the study of compositional semantics, re nement, true concurrency (in the case of composed rewriting systems) and program logics.
Introduction
Reduction systems are simply sets equipped with some collection of binary \rewrite" relations. A reduction systems can be thought of as an abstract view of computation, embodying the fundamental computational concepts of iteration, termination, and nontermination. Computation is the process of repeatedly rewriting, beginning with some object of the set, and termination corresponds to obtaining an object which cannot be rewritten further; nontermination is the ability to rewrite indenitely.
Since reduction systems have little structure, there are relatively few properties one can state about theses systems, although unique-termination (\Church-Rosser") properties of reduction systems have been studied by eg. Rosen Ros73], Hindley Hin69] Staples Sta74] .
In this paper we consider systems (\programs") whose basic components are the reduction relations of some reduction system. These systems, which we call composed reduction systems, are built by composing reduction relations with two natural composition operators: parallel and sequential composition. Composed reduction systems are not necessarily reduction systems, but they possess a notion of a \reduction step", and a corresponding notion of termination.
Parallel composition allows arbitrary interleaving of reduction steps. In the simplest case, the parallel composition of two reduction relations corresponds to the union of these relations. Parallel composition terminates when, simultaneously, both sub-systems have terminated. Sequential composition, on the other hand, takes us outside the realm of reduction systems (over the given set). The sequential composition of two reduction relations is the system which behaves like the rst reduction relation, until termination of the rst system, after which it behaves like the second system. The sequentially composed system is said to terminate when the second sub-system has terminated.
This work was partially funded by ESPRIT BRA 9102, \Coordination" y Universitetsparken 1, 2100 K benhavn , DENMARK. e-mail: dave@diku.dk Note, then, that the sequential composition of two reduction relations (the simplest case) is not the relational composition of these relations. Composed reduction systems over a given reduction system are built from arbitrary sequential and parallel compositions of reduction relations.
In this paper we study the semantics of composed reduction systems, expressed in terms of its constituent reduction relations. We focus on a comparison relation for programs which partially orders programs on the basis of their \input-output" behaviours, and is also a precongruence with respect to program construction.
In the rst part of the paper (Section 2) we consider a standard compositional semantics based on "reactive traces" (sequences of object-pairs) derived from the SOS-like rules which give the operational semantics for composed reduction systems. We outline some of the program laws that can be obtained, and consider the relationship to an alternative form of parallel composition.
In the second part of the paper (Section 3), we de ne a static graph representation for programs, and argue that it forms a better basis (than the transition traces) for the study of:
compositional semantics, since it is higher-level than the transition traces; re nement laws, since the graphs can also be de ned compositionally; concurrency, since \concurrently active" reduction relations are explicit in the representation, and program logics, since logics for the underlying reduction systems can be used to reasoning about paths through the graph.
Related Work and Applications This work grew out of the study of composition of speci c kind of reduction system, namely programs in the Gamma model BM93], which can be thought of as conditional associative-commutative string rewriting. The composition operators for Gamma were introduced in HMS92], and the compositional semantics and laws were studied in San93a] San93b]. The development of section 2 is a direct (and straightforward) adaptation of San93a] San93b] to this more general setting. The graph representation in section 3 is new, and is particularly relevant from the point of view of composed Gamma programs. 1 The techniques given here may also be interesting when applied to other concrete reduction systems. In particular we have in mind rewriting systems in which the objects rewritten have some structure (eg. trees, graphs, strings), and the reduction relation is speci ed by rules for rewriting a substructure, in terms of purely local conditions. For such systems (eg. the usual notion of term rewriting Klo92] DJ89]) there is a natural (implicit) notion of concurrency, viz. disjoint parts of a substructure can be rewritten asynchronously, and hence concurrently. This view of rewriting as a natural vehicle for concurrency and parallel programming is central to Meseguer's approach Mes92] MW91]; the composition operators studied here also make sense in that setting.
Another form of reduction system, where one could reasonably employ the composition operators studied here, is the guarded iteration statement from Dij76], also known as action systems Bac89a] Bac89b]. Action systems are nondeterministic do-od programs consisting of a collection of guarded atomic actions, which are executed nondeterministicly so long as some guard remains true. In their uninitialised form, guarded iteration statements can be thought of as reduction systems over program states. The method of parallel execution is to allow actions involving disjoint program variables to be executed in parallel, which is consistent with the rewriting viewpoint above. In Bac89b] Back studies compositional notions of renement for action systems with respect to a meta-linguistic parallel composition operator. 2 The parallel composition studied here is strictly more general since it permits parallel composition of sequentially composed systems.
Operational and Compositional Semantics
In this section we give the operational semantics of composed reduction systems built from basic reduction relations, parallel and sequential composition.
In what follows, we assume some reduction system hU; f! r g r2R i, where U is a set, with typical elements M; N; M 1 . . .. We will sometimes refer to the elements of U as states. The reduction relations, f! r g r2R are just binary relations on states.We will think of the elements of the indexing set R, ranged over by r; r 2 . . ., as the basic units of our composed reduction systems. Somewhat improperly, for more concrete examples we will think of R as the set of representations of the corresponding reduction relation.
With respect to some r, we say that For the moment we consider composed reduction systems, ranged over by P , Q, P 1 , Q 1 etc, given by the following grammar:
P ::= r j P ; Q j P k ? Q Henceforth we will use the terms \composed reduction system" and \program" synonymously.
SOS semantics
Because of the presence of sequential composition, programs cannot be viewed as reduction systems over U, since the program is not a static entity. To de ne the semantics for these programs we de ne a single step transition relation between con gurations. The con gurations are program-state pairs, written hP; Mi. The nal result of a computation is given by an immediate-convergence predicate, #, on con gurations. Single step reduction and immediate-convergence is given by SOS-style rules in gure 1. It is easily veri ed that immediate convergence of a con guration corresponds to the absence of any transitions for that con guration.
In other words, hP; Mi ! hQ; Ni for some hQ; Ni if and only if :(hP; Mi#). Let ! denote the transitive, re exive closure of !. By a small abuse of the notation, we will write hP; Mi ! N to mean that there exists some hQ; Ni such that hP; Mi ! hQ; Ni and hQ; Ni#.
Behavioural orderings
In this paper we will focus on the relational (input-output) behaviours of a program. A number of \re nement" orderings on programs arise from the various natural ways to compare programs on the basis of their input-output (or relational) behaviour. One possible \behaviour" which we should consider signi cant is the possibility of nontermination for a given input. Non-termination, or \divergence" is a predicate on program con gurations: . In this study we only consider the strong correctness ordering, which attaches the same signi cance to nonterminating computations as to the terminating ones. The strong correctness ordering is de ned to be the largest (pre)congruence which satis es
This is given directly by the following:
De nition 3 Let C range over program contexts. We de ne strong precongruence (v o ) and strong congruence( o ) respectively by:
Laws
In this section we present a number of the basic laws of strong precongruence, and show the relationship to an alternative de nition of parallel composition. Let denote the empty reduction relation, satisfying 8M: M# . For example, in conditional rewriting systems, this could be represented by a reduction rule with the condition false. These are just a few of the laws of strong precongruence. In fact, almost all of the partial correctness laws of composed Gamma programs San93b] hold for these more general composed reduction systems. Note in particular that law 6 cannot be strengthened to an equality, ie.
P ; 6 o P
The intuition for this is that acts as a de-synchroniser for parallel composition: P must synchronise with its context in order to terminate, but with P ; , P is allowed to terminate autonomously, leaving to synchronise with its context| which it is trivially always able to do. 
Trace Semantics
We can characterise v o (in order to prove the laws of the previous section) by nding a compositional semantics which is consistent (ie. sound) with respect to the behaviours. Clearly the behaviours of a program will not su ce as its denotation. As is well-known from the study state-based concurrency, it insu cient to use sequences of states as a means of distinguishing programs. The solution we adopt follows a simple approach to modelling shared-state (interleaving) concurrency via sequences of state-pairs 3 (eg. sequences of \moves" Abr79]; \abstract paths" of Par79]). Following the terminology of Bro93], we will use the term transition traces, or simply traces to refer to this kind of sequence. In these models, a pair of states in the trace of a program represents an atomic computation step of the program; adjacent pairs in any given sequence model a possible interference by some other process executing in parallel with the program.
The transition traces have a straightforward operational speci cation:
De nition 5 The transition traces of a program, T P ] ], are the nite and in nite sequences of state-pairs, given by: 
Stuttering
Clearly the behaviours of a program are obtainable from its transition traces, by considering the \chained" traces of the form: (M 0 ; M 1 )(M 1 ; M 2 ) . . .. Transition traces are adequate for giving a compositional semantics to composed reduction systems, by interpreting sequential composition as (set-wise) trace concatenation, and parallel composition as interleaving (with the proviso that interleaved nite traces must agree on their last elements). However, the transition traces distinguish between programs which compute at di erent \speeds". For example, considering the empty action system DO OD, then the transition traces of DO OD are di erent from those of (DO OD) ; (DO OD) 4 The key to obtaining a better level of abstraction is to equate processes which only vary by \uninteresting" steps. This is the \stuttering equivalence" well-known from Lamport's work on temporal logics for concurrent systems Lam89]. Closure under stuttering equivalence has been used by de Boer et al dBKPR91], and by In dBKPR91] a slightly di erent closure operation is used, in which only stuttered steps can be absorbed. With respect to the above closure conditions, the difference is that in the clause for absorption we should also require that either M = N or N = M 0 . This leads to a coarser abstraction for speci c reduction systems; for example, the composed string-rewriting systems: (1; 1 ! 2; 2) k ? ( can be speci ed compositionally (using monotonic operators) which gives the following:
In the appendix we give the compositional de nition of transition traces. For a speci c collection of reduction relations over some given universe, the transition traces may not be fully abstract. In other words, we cannot reverse the implication in the above proposition. For a speci c example where full abstraction fails, see San93a]. Even if we allow all reduction relations over a given universe it is unclear as to whether the transition traces are fully abstract.
Graph Representation
In this section we outline a static graph-representation for composed reduction systems, and argue that it forms a better basis for the study of compositional semantics, re nement, true concurrency and program logics.
The graph representation we will develop is something like a nite, acyclic control-ow graph, where each node corresponds to a simple form of loop. A node carries a set of reduction relations which are (con)currently active; an edge represents an internal termination step, where the child node may inherit some reductions from the parent but adds some new active reductions. From the viewpoint of the observational semantics, we will identify the graph with its set of complete paths.
The idea is best illustrated with an example. The operational semantics of such graphs should be transparent: control begins at the root-node of the graph, and each node is labeled with a set of concurrently active reduction-relations; each arc is labeled with a set of reduction relations which must converge with respect to the current state for the control to be allowed move along that edge.
From SOS rules to Graph Representation
The graph representation will be constructed from two \abstract interpretations" of the one-step evaluation relation. Consider any possible one-step reduction on con gurations: hP; Mi ! hP 0 ; M 0 i
From inspection of the rules it is clear that either:
1. P 6 = P 0 and M = M 0 , or 2. P = P 0 and M! r M 0 for some reduction r in P .
In the terminology of HMS92], we call a transition of the rst kind as a passive step, and one of the second kind as an active step. The passive step corresponds to some internal termination step in which the left-operand of a sequential composition is discarded. The convergence of a con guration can similarly be considered to be a passive step. An active step corresponds to a reduction step on the state-component of a con guration.
We construct the graph representation of a given program by separately abstracting:
1. the passive steps, which will give us the arcs in the graph, and 2. the active steps which will tell us what reductions are contained in the nodes.
Abstract Passive Steps We abstract the passive steps performable by a program via a (labeled) transition system with judgements of the form P R ; Q, where R is a set of reductions. As an auxiliary, we de ne a notion of convergence for programs which is an abstraction of the convergence predicate for con gurations. The abstract convergence predicate is trivial: a program can converge only if it does not contain any sequential compositions. Let P ] denote the set of reduction relations that comprise the program P . The following proposition states the precise relationship between the above abstractions and the transition relation of the structural operational semantics:
Proposition 8 For all composed reduction systems P over some universe U, and for all M; N 2 U, hP; Mi ! hQ; Ni if and only if either 1. M = N and P R ; Q for some R such that for all r 2 R, M# r , or 2. P = Q, and there exits some r 2 dPe such that M! r N.
The graph form will be constructed by combining the passive steps with the active regions. We note the following facts about the passive steps.
Passive steps are normalising: ie. there are no in nite chains of the form
; , since the size of the programs are strictly decreasing with each passive step.
For any P , the number of R and Q such that P R ; Q is nite.
In fact, ; satis es a \strong diamond property", namely that if P R 1 ; P 1 and P R 2 ; P 2 with P 1 6 = P 2 , then there is a Q such that P 1 R 2 ; Q and P 2 R 1 ; Q. The graph form of a program P is rooted directed nite acyclic graph formed by (i) forming the passive-graph according to the ; relation, and then (ii) mapping the function d e over the nodes of the passive-graph to extract their active reductions. So, for example, taking the program (r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? (r 3 ; r 4 ) we (i) construct the passive graph:
(r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? ( 
Reasoning from Graphs
It should be clear from Proposition 8 that the transition traces of a program can be constructed from its graph. In fact, from the point of view of giving the operational semantics a program P , we can use the tree corresponding to the graph.
We will show how the graph representation can be used to reason about strong equivalence and strong approximation between programs. For the purpose of the behaviours (or transition traces) of programs, only need the set of complete paths through the graph.
Let paths(P) denote the complete (and necessarily nite) paths in the graph of P . So the graph of a program r 1 ; (r 2 k ? r 3 ) is just fr 1 g fr1g ?! fr 2 ; r 3 g, and so the program has just a single path, hfr 1 g fr 1 gfr 2 ; r 3 gi
The domain of paths (ranged over by p 1 , p 2 etc.) are the nite, nonempty oddlength sequences of sets of reduction relations. Writing concatenation of sequences by juxtaposition, if R, R 1 , R 2 etc. range over sets of reduction relations, then a path is either a sequence of length one, hRi, or a sequence of the form hR 1 ; R 2 ip for some path p. Alternatively we will denote a path by hn 1 a 1 n 2 a 2 . . .a k?1 n k i where the n i (nodes) and a i (arcs) are again sets of reduction relations.
The paths of a composed reduction system can be de ned directly by induction on the passive steps:
De nition 9 The paths of a program P , paths(P), is the least set of nonempty sequences of sets of reduction relations, such that: if P # then P ] 2 paths(P) if P R ; P 0 and p 0 2 paths(P 0 ) then hdPe; Rip 0 2 paths(P). Now, in turn, the transition traces of a program can be de ned in terms of its paths. This is given in the appendix.
The rst implication of this is that if two programs have equivalent paths, then they must be strongly equivalent. We conjecture a tighter relationship, namely:
Conjecture 10 paths(P 1 ) = paths(P 2 ) if and only if (P 1 o P 2 ) is provable from the equational theory generated by the laws:
(i) r o r k ? r (ii) k ? is associative and commutative (iii) ; is associative.
In fact, other than a few laws for the desynchroniser , we have not found any other strong equivalences (than those derivable from the above). The inequational theory for v o is, however, much richer. But proving inequalities from the transition traces (so far the only method we have) is rather tedious. Now we consider how to reason about v o by building comparison relations on path-sets.
Path Comparisons
Each \node" represent the possible reductions possible at that node. The reductions on each \edge" represent the termination condition|a set of reductions which must be inapplicable for control to transfer along that edge. Comparing two paths of the same length, one path describes a broader range of behaviours than another, if it has at least as many reductions at each corresponding node (the odd elements of the sequence) but no more reductions on each edge (the even elements of the sequence). This leads to the following:
De Note that there is a stronger condition on the last node of a path. This is because the last node carries additional signi cance, since it is also a termination condition.
Proposition 12 P Q ) P v o Q proof Since the transition traces are easily constructed from the paths, the proposition can be proved by showing that if P Q then the transition traces of P are contained in those of Q. Given the fact that the behaviours are extractable from the paths, a more direct (and arguably more useful) proof can be given by a compositional de nition of the paths of a program. A compositional construction of paths is given in the appendix. 2
Consider, for example, the composed reduction system r 1 ; r 3 ; (r 2 k ? r 4 ): paths(r 1 ; r 3 ; (r 2 k ? r 4 )) = fhfr 1 g ; fr 1 g fr 3 g fr 3 gfr 2 ; r 4 gig : Since we have hfr 1 ; r 3 g ; fr 1 g fr 2 ; r 3 g fr 3 gfr 2 ; r 4 gi 2 paths((r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? (r 3 ; r 4 )) then we can conclude that r 1 ; r 3 ; (r 2 k ? r 4 ) v o (r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? (r 3 ; r 4 ).
Path Stuttering
The main limitation of the path-inclusion ordering is that we can only compare paths of equal length. So, for example, we cannot prove the inequaility:
(r 1 k ? r 3 ) ; (r 2 k ? r 4 ) v o (r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? (r 3 ; r 4 ) since the path of (r 1 k ? r 3 ) ; (r 2 k ? r 4 ) (there is only one) is shorter than all the paths of (r 1 ; r 2 ) k ? (r 3 ; r 4 ).
The solution is to de ne an analogue of closure under stuttering, at the level of paths. We do not literally add stuttering paths, but rather, paths which give rise to stuttering. Consider a path of the form p 1 hn; aip 2 . The arc a represents an internal termination step. Operationally, after this step is performed, we could o er some reductions from a, say n 0 , and none will be applicable|and hence we can converge for all reductions in n 0 . Hence the path p 1 hn; a; n 0 ; n 0 ip 2 describes no more (but no fewer) behaviours than p 1 hn; aip 2 . This leads us to a de nition of path stuttering equivalence De nition 13 Let path stuttering equivalence, = s , be the least equivalence relation on paths such that for all paths p 1 , p 2 (p 1 possibly empty), and for all sets of reductions n, a, n 0 such that n 0 a n, p 1 hn; aip 2 = s p 1 hn; a; n 0 ; n 0 ip 2 For example, hfr 1 ; r 2 gfr 1 ; r 2 g fr 3 gi = s hfr 1 ; r 2 g fr 1 ; r 2 gfr 1 g fr 1 g fr 3 gi: With the development that follows, we will be able to conclude that (r 1 k ? r 2 ) ; r 3 o (r 1 k ? r 2 ) ; r 1 ; r 3
Now we use path stuttering equivalence to coarsen the path inclusion ordering. As before we de ne a preorder on paths, and extend this to programs in the obvious way:
De nition 14 (Stuttered Path Inclusion) Two Q] ]. The main step is to show that the closed (z) traces corresponding to a path p 1 hn; aip 2 are equal to the closed traces of p 1 hn; a; n 0 ; n 0 ip 2 , whenever n 0 a n. We omit the details.
2
Notation In what follows we will adopt the following notation. If S is a set, then S will denote the set of nite sequences of elements from S, S + will denote the nite non-empty sequences, and S 1 will denote the in nite sequences. The power-set is denoted by }(S).
Note in particular that for a reduction relation ! r , we will write (! r ) to denote the nite sequence of pairs contained in ! r , and not the transitive-re exive closure of the relation.
Sequential Composition Sequential composition has an easy de nition. We just take all concatenations of the atomic traces of the components. As is usual, if and are traces, then denotes their concatenation, which is just when is in nite. De ne the following sequencing operation for trace sets:
T 1 T 2 = f j 2 T 1 ; 2 T 2 g End-synchronised Merge Not surprisingly, parallel composition is described with the use of a merging combinator which interleaves traces. The peculiarities of parallel composition are prominent in the de nition. To de ne the transition traces of P 1 k ? P 2 we must ensure that the traces of P 1 and P 2 are interleaved, but not arbitrarily; the termination step of a parallel composition requires an agreement, or synchronisation, at the point of their termination. To build up the picture, suppose and in (U U) + are traces of some programs P 1 and P 2 respectively. The set of all interleavings of and which correspond to possible executions of P 1 k ? P 2 can be given inductively by: To generalise the de nition to incorporate the in nite traces as well as the nite, we need to de ne the interleavings via a maximal xed-point rather than a minimal xed point as implicit in the above de nition. There are many possible ways of presenting this construction. We choose an implicit de nition of the required maximal xed-point:
De nition 16 A function m, from pairs of nonempty traces to sets of nonempty traces, is an end-synchronised merger (ESM), if the following conditions are satised:
